Questions and Answers – RFQ07092017 - Industrial Restaurant Equipment
Question 1:
HF-001 : GAS FRYER : The shape of the 2 wells should be rectangular since the all size
is 80*70*90 cm , right ?
Answer 1:
Yes, this is acceptable
Question 2:
HF-003 : BLENDER FOR HOMMOS . How many liter the capacity ?
Answer 2:
A capacity that is suitable for small to mid-size restaurant
Question 3:
HF-004 : FALAFEL GRINDER : IS this stand machine with 4 legs , or machine on table
?
Answer 3:
On a table
Question 4:
HSBS-004: WORKING TABLE: What is the size you need it ?
Answer 4:
The standard size offered in the market. no customized tables are required.
Question 5:
HS-002 : REFRIGERATED SALAD COUNTER: What is the specification needed ?? size ?
how many containers need ?
Answer 5:
5-7 containers. The standard size 100 W by 70 D by 90 H, but no specific dimension
required
Question 6:
BBQ-002. : IS This range with oven , size ??
Answer 6:
Yes, standard 80 W by 70 D by 90, but no specific dimension required
Question 7:
FB-001 : TWO DOORS FREEZER. : THE dimensions of this freezer (width ) not serve
two doors !!! need clarifications.
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Answer 7:
Standard dimensions for 2 doors freezer offered in the market.
Question 8:
1. As for Item No. HF-001 : Falafel Gas Fryer :
We think the listed spec. is more describing Deep Fat Fryer than Falafel Fryer
….. We suggest spec. to be as follows :
-

Body is made of Stainless Steel 304.
Top is made of one piece of Stainless Steel 304, 1.2mm thickness.
Single well with a capacity of 20-25 Liter.
Well is equipped with drain tap and Stainless Steel flat collection containers in
the base to collect the oil for straining and reuse.
Heating by means of Big Gas Burner thermostatically controlled up to 190 °C .
Stainless Steel height adjustable feet
Dimensions (mm): 110 W x 700 D x 900 H

Answer 8:
- Body is made of Stainless Steel 304. Yes
- Top is made of one piece of Stainless Steel 304, 1.2mm thickness. Yes
- Single well with a capacity of 20-25 Liter. We have proposed double well as
this is for Falafel application and stores mainly where they fry Falafel and other
vegetables such as Potato, eggplant..etc. so for many purposes including quality
we suggested the double well. We will take into consideration single well
proposals.
- Well is equipped with drain tap and Stainless Steel flat collection containers in
the base to collect the oil for straining and reuse. Yes
- Heating by means of Big Gas Burner thermostatically controlled up to 190 °C .
Yes
- Stainless Steel height adjustable feet. Yes
- Dimensions (mm): 110 W x 700 D x 900 H. Dimension could be 100 W or 80 mm
W
Question 9:
Item No. HF-003 : What capacity is requested for the Hommos Blending machine ? is it
20 Ltr of power 3 HP ? and what type is the requested machine ? is it the vertical type
?
Answer 9:
Capacity for small and mid size restaurants. Vertical type
Question 10:
Item No. HF-004 : What type of the grinder requested ? is it the belt wheel type with
stand ? and what size is the grinder … is it size 32 ? and what power is the requested
… is it 3 HP ?
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Answer 10:
Stand for small and mid size restaurants.
Question 11:
Item No. HSBS-004 : Stainless steel working table : please advise dimensions , and
please advise if requested with back splash or without .
Answer 11:
With Back Splash
Question 12:
Item No. HS-002 : Refrigerated salad counter : Kindly advise dimension, and number
of GN pan requested .
Answer 12:
100 W by 70 D by 90 H, 5 -7 Pans
Question 13:
Item No. SH-002 :Shawerma Machine : how many burners is the requested … is it 3 ,
4 or 5 burners ? and as for the base , is it closed cupboard or open table ? and what is
the dimension of the base
Answer 13:
4 burners, Cup board for the bread, 80 W by 70 D by 90 H
Question 14:
Item No. BBQ-001 : Charcoal Grill with Exhaust Hood with Under Cupboard : is the
required depth 70 cm or 50 cm , as the standard is 50 cm, and height is 100 cm. , Also
there should be lower shelves for ready skewered meat and not a cupboard, and it
should be supplied with a coal trolley made of galvanized steel. Please confirm
Answer 14:
70 cm, 2 flip doors for coal
Question 15:
Item No. BBQ-002 : Four range gas burner : is it heavy duty ? what is the dimension ?
is it with lower oven ?
Answer 15:
80 W by 70 D by 90, yes heavy duty, yes with lower oven
Question 16:
Item No. BS-003 : Grill : Please specify for what use, and what is the specifications ?
Answer 16:
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-

-

Body is made of Stainless Steel AISI 304.
Top is made of Stainless Steel AISI 304, 1.2mm thickness.
Flat frying plate made of polished steel (Fe510D).
Heating by means of Stainless Steel burners complete with weep pilot and
simmer control valve with flame failure safety device. Two independent
heating zones (for double size) can be controlled separately which means that
different foods can be cooked in the same time at different temperature.
Fry top is mounted on a hinged door cupboard.
Stainless Steel height adjustable feet.
Dimensions (mm): 800 W x 700 D x 900 H

Question 17:
Item F-001 : Fish display Ice Well : please mention if refrigerator is needed or just
cabinet to display fish with Ice . ?
Answer 17:
Display with ice
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